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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
The aim of the South Asian Human Rights Association for people
marginalised because of their sexuality and gender identity/expression
(SAHRA) is to systematically document human rights violations against
sexual and gender minorities in the South Asian region (Bangladesh, India,
Nepal, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Bhutan, Afghanistan and the Maldives). This
report is unique in its mode of data collection through an engaged grassroots
community, and is the first in an henceforth annual series of such reports.
It addresses the urgent need to document the violence and discrimination
that goes unreported and continues with impunity. In doing so, the report
aims to raise awareness about - and increase the respect and support for the human rights of people who are marginalised because of their sexual
orientation, gender identity and/or expression.
SAHRA has collected 156 cases of human rights violations during 2014 and
2015. The cases have documented by a community of grassroots activists
in the South Asian countries. 16 cases from India, 56 from Bangladesh, 62
from Nepal and 22 from Sri Lanka are included in this report. The age of the
victims span from 14-57 years.
Among those of the perpetrators whose profession is known, the police
constitute almost 50%. When the victims are transwomen, the police
constitute 69% of the perpetrators.
Among lesbian and bisexual women and transmen, the picture is starkly
different. Family members (16%) and neighbours (17%) are the major
perpetrators of violence. The gay and bisexual men in this sample
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experience violence chiefly from family members (26%), neighbours (10%)
and the police (17%).
This report documents that targeted human rights violations towards
people based on their actual or perceived sexual orientation and/or gender
identity and expression take place frequently across South Asia. Violations
include extrajudicial killings, torture and arbitrary arrest, sexual assault
and rape, and serious discrimination in relation to the enjoyment of other
human rights, including the right to health, education, livelihood and
freedom of expression and public assembly, which leaves large populations
people in a state of social marginalisation and poverty.
Understanding the human rights violations in terms of the Yogyakarta
Principles, the types of human rights violations that the respondents have
experienced are chiefly violations of the right to universal enjoyment of
human rights, violations of the right to equality and non-discrimination,
violations of the right to life, violations of the right to security of the person,
violations of the right to effective remedies and redress, and violations of
the right to accountability.
This report concludes by recommending to a variety of institutions in the
South Asian countries, such as governments, the judiciary, military, police,
national human rights commissions, the media, faith-based organisations,
and civil society to work in concerted ways to bring an end to the violence
faced by the sexual and gender minorities and to safeguard their human
rights.
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SAHRA has collected 156
cases of human rights
violations during 2014
and 2015. The cases have
been documented by a
community of grassroots
activists in the South Asian
countries. 16 cases from
India, 56 from Bangladesh,
62 from Nepal and 22 from
Sri Lanka are included in
this report. The age of the
victims span from 14-57
years.
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By Ludovic Bertron from New York City, Usa - https://www.flickr.com/photos/23912576@N05/2942525739,
CC BY 2.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=14831997

ABOUT
THIS
REPORT
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This report is the result of collaboration between grassroots organisations
and activists from five South Asian countries through the regional network
of SAHRA - South Asian Human Rights Association for People Marginalised
Because of their Sexuality and Gender Identity/Expression. It is the first
time that a report of human rights violation has been written by members
of the community that it concerns in South Asia, and the first of an annual
series of such reports.
SAHRA is a regional network of grassroots organisations in South Asia.
SAHRA’s mission is to systematically document human rights violations
against sexual and gender minorities in the South Asian region, to respond to
these violations, and to strongly advocate for an increase in the recognition,
protection and promotion of human rights.

The collected data contributes to filling a gap in the available research on
the human rights violations experienced by sexual and gender minorities in
South Asia. Sexual and gender minorities have not been a prioritised target
group of public and academic research, and there is a dearth of systematic,
high-quality data on a regional level. Furthermore, due to factors such as
underreporting by victims, criminalisation of homosexuality and nongender conforming expressions, discrimination, lacking resources and
corruption, human rights violations against sexual and gender minorities
have not been sufficiently taken up and documented in the legal system.
The legitimacy and networks that SAHRA and its grassroots partner
organisations have in the communities has given SAHRA a crucial access
to, and trust of, populations that are otherwise underrepresented in official
data and in academic research.
SAHRA believes that this report will strengthen the impact and influence
of organisations, advocates, and movements working to advance the rights
of marginalised sexualities and genders in the region, and thus contribute
towards an increase in the protection, promotion and fulfilment of the
human rights of lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and intersex persons
and their defenders in South Asia.
It is our hope that the documentation of human rights violations will be
beneficial to human rights’ organisations in support in crisis intervention,
seeking redress and remedies, changing policies, changing behaviour and
attitudes of authorities, raising public awareness.
The terms sexual and gender minorities encompasses regional variations of
sexual orientation, gender identities and expressions, such as hijra, zenana,
kothi, nachi, meti, third gender, lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, intersex,
and queer.
A list of terms and definitions within the larger umbrella of marginalised
sexualities and genders has been compiled by SAHRA. This list can be
found in Annexure 1.
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SAHRA is a regional network of grassroots
organisations in South Asia. SAHRA’s mission is to
systematically document human rights violations
against sexual and gender minorities in the South
Asian Region, to respond to these violations, and to
strongly advocate for an increase in the recognition,
protection and promotion of human rights.
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ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORKTHE YOGYAKARTA
PRINCIPLES

This report concerns human rights violations against sexual and gender
minorities in South Asia, and uses the Yogyakarta Principles on the
Application of International Human Rights Law in relation to Sexual
Orientation and Gender Identity1 as the framework for understanding these
rights. The Principles are based on binding international Human Rights
treaties which all South Asian countries are signatories to. These treaties
oblige states to ensure that all people are protected from discrimination,
and that every human being has an undisputed and unqualified right to
enjoy a certain set of fundamental human rights.
To affirm that this obligation extends to sexual and gender minorities, and
to clarify the obligations of States under international legal standards,
the Yogyakarta Principles on the Application of International Human
Rights Law in relation to Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity were
developed in 2006 by an international expert committee. The Yogyakarta
Principles is not a legally binding document in its own right, but an aid to
interpret how binding treaties apply to all people, regardless of their sexual
orientation, gender identity and expression. The Yogyakarta Principles have
become one of the most important tools for the international human rights
movement.

The principles can be studied in detail on the official webpage
www.yogyakartaprinciples.org
1
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SEXUAL &
GENDER
MINORITIES
IN SOUTH
ASIA

A plethora of reports and studies by grassroots, national and international
human rights organisations point to a high prevalence of human rights
violations on the basis of sexual orientation and gender identity in South
Asia. To understand these violations, one must take into account the legal
framework, the societal and religious contexts, and the opportunities for
activism. This section gives a brief introduction to this context. See Page 26:
Human Rights Violations for more detailed information.

Most countries in South Asia – Bangladesh, India, Pakistan and Sri Lanka
– have retained so-called sodomy laws originally imposed by the British
crown on its colonies. The laws date back to October 6, 1860. Written
by Lord Macaulay, the Indian Penal Code 1860 (as it was named at the time)

made same-sex sexual acts illegal under the Anglo-Saxon law of “Unnatural
Offences”, known as carnal knowledge. With some small variations, article
377 of the Indian, Bangladeshi and Pakistani Penal Codes, and article 365 of
the Sri Lankan, are phrased as follows:
“Whoever voluntarily has carnal intercourse against the order of nature with any
man, woman or animal, shall be punished with imprisonment for a term which
shall not be less than two years nor more than ten years, and shall also be liable to
a fine.”
In most countries, this section of the penal code has seldom been used to
file cases. However, the penal code is used to intimidate and illegally detain
sexual and gender minorities. The law, because it does not distinguish
between a perpetrator and a victim, also impedes those abused from
seeking redress.
Nepal was never a British colony, and does not have any similar sodomy
laws. On the contrary, the country has taken steps towards the recognition
and equal rights of sexual and gender minorities, for instance by accepting
recommendations for same-sex marriage by a government-appointed
committee.
However, Nepal like the other South Asian countries, does have provisions
and laws related to public nuisance, vagrancy, loitering and so-called
“cheating by personification” that are also used to detain people on the
basis of their perceived sexual orientation and gender identity.
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Even though the constitutions in most parts of the world, including in
South Asia, do not specifically mention sexual and gender minorities,
the fundamental rights are subject to interpretation and application by
the courts and in several cases, the judiciary has expanded the scope of
the guarantees in national Constitutions. Expanded interpretations of
Fundamental Rights have also been used across several litigations and have
successfully demanded for the recognition of the human rights of persons
who are marginalized on the basis of their sexual orientation and or gender
identity and/or expression.

South Asia is home to a multitude of religions, with Hinduism, Buddhism
and Islam being the largest, and Christianity and Sikhism being sizeable
minorities. Generally, in the monotheist religions of Christianity and Islam,
leaders have taken a proactive role in advocating against homosexuality
and gender nonconforming identities and expressions. For example, the
archbishop of Colombo, Cardinal Malcolm Ranjith has publicly stated
that “we don’t want gay marriages and red light districts here… 2”.
Islamic leaders of Pakistan and Bangladesh have also spoken up against
homosexuality.

In general, families and communities do not accept gender and sexuality
variance. There is also religious opposition to gender and sexuality variance
in all South Asian countries. For many persons who are marginalized on the
basis of their sexualities and genders, the threat of discrimination, stigma
and violence is so large that they hide their sexual orientation or gender
identity to comply with social norms. Many are forced or pressured into
heterosexual marriages.

Hindu texts are ambiguous with regards to homosexuality and some
acceptance is found for transgender identities and homoeroticism. The
Arthashastra, a text devoted to material success and a basis for secular
law, forbids anal intercourse in general [iii]. Contradictorily, the Kama
sutra recognises homosexual acts as a form of sexual pleasure. While
Buddhist monks practice celibacy, there is no strict control on the sexual
acts of lay Buddhists. Hindu and Buddhist religious leaders have not
rallied against homosexuality and gender nonconforming identities and
expressions at the same scale and level of organisation as their Islamic and
Christian counterparts. However, there has been a movement within the
popular Sinhala-Buddhism of co-opting British Victorian values into the
so-called ‘Buddhist culture’. In Sri Lanka and India, conservative forces
among the political and religious leadership have made the argument that
homosexuality as against the values of so-called ‘Hindu culture’.

Unique to the South Asian context is the presence of the hijra communities,
described simply as individuals who are assigned the genders male or
intersex at birth, but whose gender identity and/or expression is female.
Hijra should both be understood as a gender identity and as a culture with
distinct traditions, codes and rites. Even though the hijra communities
are relatively accepted in the South Asian countries, like other sexual
and gender minorities the community faces human rights violations and
discrimination. In most of the South Asian countries, laws have been
implemented that allow for a legal “Third Gender” to be registered and
claim certain rights. These laws are commonly understood to be applicable
mainly to hijras, although ambiguities in the phrasing imply that they could
be applicable to other trans or gender non-conforming groups.

However, in all countries in South Asia, social movements have emerged
demanding the recognition of the human rights of people who are
marginalised on the basis of their sexual orientation or gender identities/
expressions. SAHRA aims to connect these movements with each other in
pursuit of systematic, high-quality documentation on the regional level.

http://ncronline.org/blogs/ncr-today/papabile-day-men-who-could-be-pope-9
accessed on 8th July 2015
2
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DATA
AND
FINDINGS

CASE
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STUDIES
•

“Due to my sexual orientation my family are not support me. Always
they give threaten to me. At the day of incident my elder brother talking
about me. He told me why you make relation with boys? why u can't
marry with girl? when I response him I was beaten by my brother. after
that incident I can not stay in home.”

•

“Nepal had a massive earth quake in last April. That time (…) most of
house are damaged due to earth quake. In X there is one house transgender
women stay that house from 5 year (…) and after the earth quake house
owner increase rent of room drastically only for trans women . When
first time we heard about that we all are get shocked. after that we all
trans women went to talk about increased room rent to house owner. But
he did't response properly to us. after that we were unable to stay in that
home and we haven't any option to live that problem days. And we went
to police station to complain against house owner.”

•

“X, victim of the incident, (…) is residing at a house belonging to his
retired father. X is unmarried and has masculine traits. One day, X's
father broke into his room and scolded him; he told X that he wants to

engage in sexual intercourse with X and since X is still unmarried, it is
his right to be the first one to engage in sex with X. Further he said that
he could end X's masculine traits by doing so. X, however, was able to
defend himself that day. Later, X's father tried to have X's brother-in-law
to murder him. As a result, one day X's brother-in-law attempted to stab
her with a knife. Afterwards, X tried to go to police station and make
complaint against his father and brother-in-law. But his sisters prevented
him from going to the police station, they scolded X and said that he is
trying to disrespect his family by doing so. X is feeling mentally disturbed
and still he is living at the same house. X feels insecure to continue to live
with his father. “
•

“X, a transgender sex worker age of 24 (…) at around 10:30 pm at
night, a few anonymous people came to meet her. At one point of their
conversation they asked X to go with them but he denied. Then those
anonymous guys forcefully abducted her and took her away. On the next
day early in the morning, at around 7:30 in the morning, her dead body
was found in a jungle (…). Based on the marks on the victim’s body, it is
been deemed she was sexually abused by the perpetrators and later was
choked to death.”

•

“The victim is a student at a private education institute. One day he
forgot his phone in his classroom and one of his teachers found it (…).
And the teacher has seen the text messages he sent to his boyfriend and
photos of the victim and his boyfriend. The next day, teacher has met him
at his office and slapped him and scolded him in front of few students
and teachers. When the victim opposed it and asked the reason to punish
him, the teacher has slapped him again and said that he doesn't want to
keep anyone who is homosexual at the institute and will not let all the
students to be homosexuals.”
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•

“The victim was taken by a rich family by committing to educate her
from an orphan. but after couple of month they made her household
helper and no scope for education. by the course of time she realize that
female attracts her and she involve in a relationship with landlady's
sister. when this has been disclosed , severe torture and abuse has been
done to her by the house owner and his son.”

•

“X used to work as a waiter at a restaurant. After joining there, the
manager found out he is effeminate in nature and started behaving in a
very condescending manner with him because of his nature and gender
identity. Following the manager, the other staff from the restaurant
started behaving in the same manner with him and at one point they
all used to tease him with derogatory terms. This lead him to quit the
job after a month. When he asked for the salary, the manager verbally
abused him and beat him randomly.”

•

“After her father’s death, X asked for her share of property which she
owned from her father. But her step mother and brother refused to give
her any share of property and instead, because of her gender identity,
they physically and verbally abused her and thrown out of the dwelling
house saying she is a hijra and she does not live in the family as she
brings shame and hijras do not need to acquire any right to property.”

INTRODUCTION
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The SAHRA database contains 156 cases of human rights violations, collected
and documented by SAHRA staff and volunteers in Bangladesh, Nepal,
Sri Lanka and India. Documentation in Pakistan will commence soon. The
human rights violation cases were reported to SAHRA by the victims or the
witnesses themselves, or brought to the attention of SAHRA through the
media, social media or connections within the human rights movements.
Trained SAHRA staff and volunteers have then interviewed most of the
victims based on a standard human rights violations report form, and entered
the cases into the database. When possible and appropriate, witnesses have
also been interviewed, and documentation collected. In some cases, SAHRA
has referred the victims to other organisations and institutions to seek redress
and assistance, or provided direct support.
The information in the database is verified through interviews with the
victims. As such, the database consists of first-hand accounts of human
rights violations. As no incentives are offered and no rewards given to
the victims, and as they often report at great emotional costs and despite
of threats to their personal safety, we have little reason to believe that the
victims willingly report erroneous data. The victim’s reports are verified
through documentation such as medical records, media clips, photographs
and witness statements when these exist.
This implies that the data is potentially limited by recollection biases,
omissions, exaggerations and misunderstandings by the victims. The
documented human rights violations cases do not, as such, have the rigour
of a court case or an academic investigation.
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VALUE AND LIMITATIONS

The data collection is not done by any representative sample mechanism.
As such, the data is not suited or intended to give a representative picture of
the human rights violations faced by sexual and gender minorities in South
Asia as a whole, and no population level statistics should be inferred from
this report.
Furthermore, the number of people experiencing human rights violations
in South Asia is certainly higher than the numbers in the SAHRA database.
Any attempt to comprehensively map the prevalence of human rights
violations in South Asia will be limited by the following factors:
•

As only those victims and witnesses familiar with SAHRA will
report the human rights violations they have experienced, it may be
assumed that the data will be skewed in favour of people who are
urban-dwelling, literate, and knowledgeable of human rights and
human rights organisations. This implies that the voices of the most
marginalised communities may be underrepresented.

•

The prevalence of human rights violations on the basis of sexual
orientation and gender identity suggests that those experiencing them
may see such violations as commonplace and “normal”. As such, the
victims may deem even severe forms of human rights violations as
commonplace acts to be accepted and lived with, as opposed to human
rights violations to be documented and addressed. This means that a
large number of cases may go unreported, and in itself illustrates the
adverse conditions faced by sexual and gender minorities in South Asia.

•

The greatest challenge reported by SAHRA is that victims and witnesses
are unwilling to report the human rights violations that they face. This
unwillingness stems from concerns for personal safety, traumatisation
of victims, fear of re-traumatisation, and lacking incentives to report
without any remuneration or reward. SAHRA has gone to great lengths
to ensure the safety of victims and the victim’s data, and to the extent
possible conduct the interviews as to avoid re-traumatisation.

•

Interviews with victims are time-consuming, especially when striving
for great geographical coverage. In 2015 and with the exception of
India, only one person in each country has conducted the necessary
interviews. In order to comprehensively document the human rights
violations faced by sexual and gender minorities in South Asia, more
resources will be needed.
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FINDINGS: WHO ARE
THE PEOPLE WHO HAVE
REPORTED HUMAN RIGHTS
VIOLATIONS?
Transmen (11)

Intersex (1)

Gay and
bisexual men (39)

The number of human rights violations that have been reported across South
Asia total 16 instances reported in India, 56 in Bangladesh, 62 in Nepal, and
22 in Sri Lanka. These numbers are of course not a reflection of the actual
numbers of rights violations in these countries or across the region. Rather
these numbers reflect that documentation commenced at different points in
time in the different countries.

SEXUAL ORIENTATION AND GENDER IDENTITY

While SAHRA recognise that this categorisation in no way reflects the
diversities present in South Asia, for the sake of comparison, we have classified
the diverse and fluid gender and sexual identities of the respondents into
broader categories. Out of the 156 respondents, 136 may be categorised into
the following broad groups in the illustrations to the left.
The high number of transwomen among the respondents suggests that they
may be disproportionately exposed to human rights violations. One reason
may be that they are more visible among the people who are marginalised
because of their sexualities and gender identities/expressions. They may
also be more prominent among those seeking the services of human rights
organisations such as SAHRA and our partners, as several NGOs and
government services have implemented projects for this group.

NUMBER OF VICTIMS
136 RESPONDENTS

Transwomen (71)

NATIONALITY

AGE
Lesbian
and
bisexual
women (7)

The recorded age of the victims spans from 14 to 57, however, the majority of
the victims are between 20 and 40.
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62
NEPAL

16
INDIA

56

BANGLADESH

22

SRI LANKA

NUMBER OF VICTIMS
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SOCIAL STATUS

SAHRA assumed that people with a lower social status would be more
exposed to human rights violations. To investigate the social status of
victims, we asked the victims to disclose their educational attainment, work
and caste.
The collected data suggests that that the victims are relatively evenly
distributed in terms of educational attainment. However, as not all victims
disclosed their educational level, no firm conclusions should be inferred at
this point.

WORK

The majority of those reporting human rights violations are sex workers,
pointing to the intersectional nature of the human rights violations that
sexual and gender minorities face. The numbers suggests that NGO workers
and students are also disproportionately represented. We may hypothesise
that NGO workers are more aware of SAHRA, and that students are more
aware of their rights and better connected with the human rights movement.
The numbers of respondents with other professions are too few to point
to any trends. However, the otherwise even distribution professions may
indicate that sexual and gender minorities at all societal levels are exposed
to human rights violations.

Higher
Secondary
Education

Undefined

Lower
Education

No
Education

Secondary
Education

Primary
Education

CASTE

SAHRA initially hypothesised that people who belong to marginalised
castes would be more vulnerable to human rights violations. However, the
number of victims who have disclosed their caste is too low to make any
general inferences.

*

~

* Higher Education
~ University

Pre
Primary
Education
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PROFESSION OF
VICTIMS

Government Services
Owner of Enterprizes
Managers/Supervisors
Other Professionals
Employee of Private Sectors
Agriculture
Service Industry
Salespersons
Drivers
Sex Workers
Domestic Helpers
Blacksmiths
Informal Sector
Migrant Workers
Non-governmental Jobs
Students
Unemployed
Others
Unknown
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PERPETRATORS OF HUMAN
RIGHTS VIOLATIONS
Among those whose profession is known, the overwhelming majority are
police officers (see red colour in graph).
The other groups in this sample are too small to make any general inferences
(as seen in the colour spectrum in the graph). They do however represent
a broad variety in society, pointing towards the impossibility of exempting
people of any professions from involvement in perpetrating human rights
violations.

The human rights violations faced by family members and neighbours is a
stark illustration of the difficulties faced by sexual and gender minorities
in South Asia. In a family-oriented society, the family and local community
are essential sources of financial stability, social security, employment,
inheritance, support and identity. Exclusion from, or discrimination and
violence within the family therefore affect the victim’s access to inheritance,
work and a social standing as well as their well-being and health. In many
cases, violence in the family is not reported to or taken up by the police.

When the victims are transwomen, the dominance of the police as perpetrators
of human rights violations is even more prominent. In these case, the police
constitute 69% of the perpetrators.
The victims who are sex workers report that the police constitute 87% of the
perpetrators of human rights violations. As there is a great level of overlap
between transwomen and sex workers among the victims in the database,
it is evident that transgender sex workers undergo a great degree of police
violence.
Overall, the high prevalence of human rights violations committed by the
police, especially against people who are transwomen and/or sex workers,
suggest that these human rights violations are endemic even at state level.
Among lesbian and bisexual women and transmen, the perpetrator profiles
are different. Family members (16%) and neighbours (17%) constitute the
major perpetrators of violence.
The gay and bisexual men in this sample report violence chiefly from family
members (26%), neighbours (10%) and the police (17%).

49.3%
POLICE

PROFESSION
OF
PERPETRATOR
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WHAT KIND OF VIOLATIONS
ARE PEOPLE SUBJECTED TO?

Out of the 159 documented cases, it was possible to establish the type of
human rights violations in all but 24. However, in many instances, the
human rights violations based on sexual orientation and gender identity are
in breach of several Yogyakarta Principles at the same time. Therefore, the
total number of human rights violations exceed the total number of cases.

THE TYPES OF HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS IN THE
DATABASE, AS CATEGORISED BY THE YOGYAKARTA
PRINCIPLES, ARE DISTRIBUTED AS FOLLOWS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

Violation of right to universal enjoyment of human rights (130)
Violation of right to equality and non-discrimination (129)
Violation of right to recognition before the law (8)
Violation of right to life (109)
Violation of right to security of the person (106)
Violation of right to privacy (6)
Violation of right to freedom from arbitrary arrest (32)
Violation of right to fair trial (3)
Violation of human treatment while in detention (1)
Violation of right to freedom from torture (2)
Violation of right to protection from exploitation, sale and trafficking (2)
Violation of right to work (22)
Violation of right to social security (0)
Violation of right to adequate standard of living (1)
Violation of right to adequate housing (5)
Violation of right to education (8)
Violation of right to health (4)
Violation of right to protection from medical abuses (3)
Violation of right to freedom of opinion and expression (14)
Violation of right to freedom of peaceful assembly and association (7)
Violation of right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion (0)
Violation of right to freedom of movement (1)
Violation of right to seek asylum (0)
Violation of right to found a family (0)
Violation of right to participate in public life (15)
Violation of right to participate in cultural life (0)
Violation of right to promote human rights (1)
Violation of right to effective remedies and redress (130)
Violation of right to accountability (129)
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The following graph illustrates the number of victims belonging to the
different groups who have reported the different violations.
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WHO EXPERIENCES WHICH
VIOLATIONS?
To allow for comparisons between the groups and highlight the similarities
and differences between them, the following graph shows the percentage of
people in each group who have reported each violation. Because the sample
sizes of women and transmen are small, and because a study of the data
shows that these groups are almost identical in terms of the violations that
they face, they have been grouped together in the following analysis.
As seen in the graph, the majority of the victims have had their right to
universal enjoyment of human rights and their right to equality and nondiscrimination violated – between 80% and 90% of the respondents from
each group. Furthermore, their right to effective remedies and redress and
their right to accountability have been violated, at a similar percentage. This
points to the victims´ inability to access justice.
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The graph also contains information about the differences between the
groups in terms of the human rights violations they face.
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Violation of right to universal enjoyment of human rights
Violation of right to equality and non-discrimination
Violation of right to recognition before the law
Violation of right to life
Violation of right to security of the person
Violation of right to privacy
Violation of right to freedom from arbitrary arrest
Violation of right to fair trial
Violation of human treatment while in detention
Violation of right to freedom from torture
Violation of right to protection from exploitation, sale and trafficking
Violation of right to work
Violation of right to social security
Violation of right to adequate standard of living
Violation of right to adequate housing
Violation of right to education
Violation of right to health
Violation of right to protection from medical abuses
Violation of right to freedom of opinion and expression
Violation of right to freedom of peaceful assembly and association
Violation of right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion
Violation of right to freedom of movement
Violation of right to seek asylum
Violation of right to found a family
Violation of right to participate in public life
Violation of right to participate in cultural life
Violation of right to promote human rights
Violation of right to effective remedies and redress
Violation of right to accountability

TRANSWOMEN

Almost 35% of the transwomen victims report violations of their right to
freedom from arbitrary arrest, and almost 20% report violations of their right
to Work. Furthermore, around 10% of the transwomen report violations of
their right to freedom of opinion and expression, and their right to participate
in public life. As shown elsewhere in this report, the police constitute the
biggest group of perpetrators of human rights violations against transwomen.
The following cases give an illustration of the nature of these violations:
“I was returning home from my friend birthday party. At the moment some unknown
guys come up to me, and trying to force me for a group sex. When I rejected them
they beat me without any reason. After that some policeman came and they arrest
me. Without reason I stay in custody for night.”
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------“I was back to home after meeting with my one relative. Due to late time there
is no any local transport so I was returning by walk. At the same time 2 police
man coming near to me and they asking very unwanted questions like... where you
coming from? Where you going for? And did you come here for sex work etc. They
thought I am their searching client for sex work. After that without any reason they
arrest me for one night.”
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------“At that night me and my friend going to night club for the enjoy. When we are
enter the club some people negative talking about us. And they call the police and
some police were come and without reason they beaten us and remove our wigs.”
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WOMEN AND TRANSMEN

When it comes to human rights violations against women and transmen,
the picture is somewhat different. 13% of this group report violations of
their right to health and their right to protection against medical abuses,
respectively. Two cases point to the diversity of these categories, displaying
in particular the lacking protection offered by the state when families
perpetrate violence against women and transmen.
Due to his gender identity/expression, X was put in a mental hospital by his parents
where he was chained and forcefully injected medicines. He was in the hospital for
many days unable to take any action due to the sedation by the medicines. He
developed pain and swelling overall his body. Was subjected to devotional music
and asked to ‘think like a girl’. After many days, he realized that the only way to
get out of the hospital would be to pretend to agree to his family. In this way he
negotiated his exit from there. Once back at home, the pressures to be a female
person mounted again. X tried to report the situation to the nearby police station,
but it was advised that this is a family matter and his parents were allowed to take
him back.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------When X was admitted to the hospital, medical staff sexually harassed him by
removing his clothes in public involuntarily and forcefully. Two medical staff
members have continued giving him harassing calls even after he left the hospital.
His transgender identity was revealed to many without his consent.

GAY AND BISEXUAL MEN

Similar to transwomen, men who identify as gay or bisexual report
having their right to peaceful assembly and association and their right to
participate in public life violated. Moreover, 13% report being denied their
right to education, and 10% their right to public recognition. The following
examples illustrate the diversity of these cases:
X was on his way to university. Some local thugs who happen to be his neighbours
stopped him and started abusing him verbally like usually they do. They called him
by defaming names and at one point forcefully tore apart his clothes just to see if
he was a “transgender” as known as “hijra”. The perpetrators chased him and hit
him with objects, which caused him grievous hurt on his leg. They also took his
valuables and threatened to kill him. He was rushed to the hospital and had to go
through surgery. Later he filed the case with the police.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------X was walking along the beach holding his boyfriend’s hand. Suddenly 2 police
officers appeared and threatened them saying what the victim was doing is illegal
and they can arrest them. Since the 2 police officers scolded them, people who were
on the beach gathered and humiliated X and his boyfriend. The police officers asked
for money to let them go, therefore they had to give the police officers the money they
had, to save themselves from further humiliation and harassment.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Through a Facebook page, hate speech was made against X and six others who
participated at an IDAHOT celebration. Their Facebook profiles and personal
information were outed, pictures were published, and names of X’s working place
and educational institute were published.
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Human Rights Violations on the
Basis of Sexual Orientation and
Gender Identity/Expression in the
South Asian Countries
The following section outlines the current situation in the South Asian countries
with regards to the human rights of sexual and gender minorities.
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BANGLADESH
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CONSTITUTION

Even though no law exists to address harassment against people because
of their actual or perceived sexual orientation and gender identity, the
Constitution of Bangladesh does contain provisions that safeguard all citizens
irrespective of their sexual orientation and gender identity. The Bangladeshi
Constitution part II, Article 19, promises equal opportunity for all citizens
and states that the State shall take effective measures to remove social and
economic inequalities. The Articles 39, 15, 32, 11 and 26 outline all citizen’s
rights to civil liberties such as the Right to freedom, Right to freedom of
thought, conscience and of speech, Provision of basic necessities, Right to
life and personal liberties, Democracy and human rights and Freedom of
movement.
Economic rights include the Right to equality of opportunity in public
employment, freedom of profession or occupation, prohibition of forced
labour and more (Articles 29, 40, 34) while legal rights include Equality
before law, Right to protection of law, Safeguards as to arrest and detention,
Freedom of assembly (Articles 27,31, 33, 37). Social rights such as Article 28
protect citizens from discrimination on the grounds of religion, race, caste,
sex or place of birth.
Above all, Article 26 says that laws inconsistent with the fundamental rights
are to be declared void.
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CONTEXT

Universal Periodic Review (UPR) at the United Nations, Bangladeshi
officials refused to overturn Section 377.

Same-sex sexual activity is criminalised and punishable with fines and up
to life imprisonment under Section 377 of the Bangladeshi Penal Code. In
addition, a number of provisions are used to detain and harass persons
based on their sexual orientation and gender identity. Chief amongst
these is Section 54 of the Criminal Procedure Code, which provides for
the detention of persons on the suspicion of criminal activity without an
order from a magistrate or a warrant. Using this Section, the government
regularly arrest persons without formal charges or specific complaints, and
it is frequently used to detain hijras. The Bangladesh Legal Aid and Services
Trust (BLAST) challenged Section 54 in the Supreme Court of Bangladesh
High Court Division in 1998, using several examples of abuse of power and
violation of fundamental rights. In response, the court recommended the
Government to revise Section 543.

However, the Government has publically recognised the need for protecting
all vulnerable groups of the population, and protecting their constitutional
equal rights and freedoms. The government has also stressed that it does
not condone any discrimination or violence against any human being on
any pretext.
On November 11, 2013, hijras were recognised as a “Third Gender” by the
Bangladeshi government, and initiatives for their rights and welfare are
being developed. Furthermore, since the establishment of HIV programmes
in Bangladesh, the government has been proactive in incorporating key
affected groups into its harm reduction policies. Notably, the Ministry of
Health and Family Welfare has recognized hijras and men who have sex
with men (MSM) as distinct groups in their HIV interventions.

The non-governmental Bangladeshi Human Rights Commission reports
that sexual and gender minorities remain some of the poorest people in
Bangladesh and face marginalisation and discrimination. Traditionally,
hijras are visible and somewhat accepted in society but at the same time they
remain socially marginalised. Homosexuality is not accepted in Islamic law,
and is frequently met with severe hostility in the Bangladeshi society. Most
same-sex attracted men do not disclose their orientation, and many live
double lives. Same-sex attracted women face significant societal stigma and
almost never disclose their sexual orientation. There is a strong expectation
to engage in heterosexual marriages, especially for women.
The rights of all people, regardless of their sexual orientation and gender
identity, are enshrined in numerous international human rights instruments
and treaties that have been ratified by Bangladesh. However, there has
been a reluctance and resistance on the part of the Bangladeshi government
to accept its responsibility to protect the human rights of sexual and
gender minorities. The government-appointed National Human Rights
Commission (NHRC) notes that the Government of Bangladesh has not
accepted the Universal Periodic Review (UPR) process’ recommendations
with respect to sexual minorities. In 2009 and 2013, when presenting their

Baudh, S. Decriminalisation of Consensual Same-sex Sexual Acts in the South
Asian Commonwealth: Struggles in Contexts. In Lennox C and Waites M (eds.) 2013
Human Rights, Gender Identity and Sexual Orientation in the Commonwealth:
Struggles for Decriminalization and Change. London: School of Advanced Study
3
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INDIA
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CONSTITUTION

Part III of the Constitution spells out the fundamental rights for all citizens
of India. According to Article 13, all laws inconsistent with or in derogation
of the fundamental rights shall be declared void. Article 14 declares equality
before law and Article 15 prohibits discrimination on the basis of religion,
race, caste, sex or place of birth. Article 16 ensures equality of opportunity
in matters of public employment, and Article 19 ensures freedom of speech
and expression, freedom to assemble peacefully and without arms, freedom
to form unions or associations and the freedom to move freely through the
territory of India and more. Article 20 guarantees that no person shall be
convicted of any offence except for violation of a law in force at the time.
Article 21 provides for protection of life and personal liberty and Article
22 provides for protection against arrest and detention in certain cases: No
person who is arrested shall be detained in custody without being informed
of the grounds for such arrest, nor shall they be denied the right to consult
or be defended by a legal practitioner of their choice. The cultural and
educational rights of the Indian Constitution provides for protection of the
interest of minorities via Article 29.
Articles 14, 19, & 21 has gained greater significance for sexual and gender
minority since were invoked in challenging the sodomy law (Section 377 of
the Indian Penal Code) in the Delhi High Court and the legal recognition of
transgender persons in the Supreme Court of India.
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CONTEXT

Elections in the summer of 2014 brought the Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) to power. The BJP is a right-wing party with close ideological and
organisational links to the Hindu nationalist Rashtriya Swayamsevak
Sangh movement. It opposes the decriminalization of homosexuality and
has justified their opposition on the grounds that homosexuality is against
Indian culture and values 4.

India inherited the so-called sodomy law called Section 377 of the Indian
Penal Code from the British colonial rule. Section 377 has been widely
abused by law enforcement agencies for extortion, blackmail, and abuse of
gay men and transgender persons, including extraction of sexual favours.
By a judgment passed in July 2009, the Delhi High Court ruled that Section
377 violates the constitutional guarantees of life and equality. The Court
therefore directed that Section 377 can be applied only in coercive and
non-consensual situations. This meant that in effect, homosexuality was
decriminalized in India. However, following the verdict, religious and right
wing groups challenged the judgment in the Supreme Court of India, which
overturned the judgment by a decision passed in December 2013. This
decision was widely criticized in India. The case of Section 377 is presently
pending another appellate scrutiny of the Supreme Court.

For a long time, political parties did not take an overt stand on the human
rights of people who are marginalised because of their sexualities and
genders. If pushed, most remained in opposition to these rights, as did the
ruling Congress party when the sodomy law was overturned by the Delhi
High Court in 2009. The elections of summer 2014 provided an opportunity
for sexual and gender minorities to challenge the ruling and to lobby with
political parties, and as a result a number of political parties supported
decriminalisation.
While right wing and religious reactionary forces have opposed any
advancement of the human rights of sexual and gender minorities, there is a
strong social, political, and legal space and environment for the recognition
of human rights for all in India. As India is a stable democracy where
political parties have had a reasonable degree of freedom, the environment
has been conducive for political activism to claim rights, and sexual and
gender minorities in India have been able to carve out a political space for
themselves.

However, the movement for transgender rights has achieved some important
victories in the last few years. In April 2014 the Supreme Court passed a
judgment (popularly known as the NALSA judgment), granting transgender
persons many rights and privileges, including freedom from discrimination
by the state, equal employment and education opportunity, recognition of
their right to decide their legal gender, reservation in government jobs and
in educational institutions, and setting up of transgender welfare boards by
states.
India is socially tolerant in many ways. However, India is also a shamebased culture where actions deemed to be shaming or causing loss of
honour may be treated with some degree of violence as retribution. Sexual
expressions of a public nature are often perceived to be shaming. At the
same time, there is very little overt homophobia of the nature that one sees
in the West. This could possibly be because in the a shame-based culture,
most people who are same-sex attracted keep a low profile. Those who do
not ‘blend in’, therefore are the ones that are most targeted by harassment,
especially transwomen.
4

http://www.telegraphindia.com/1131214/jsp/nation/story_17679913.jsp
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NEPAL
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CONSTITUTION

Nepal has a new constitution that was promulgated on the 16th of September
2015. The new constitution has made some landmark commitments in
relation to sexual and gender minorities. This makes Nepal’s constitution
the first in Asia that explicitly includes sexual and gender minorities, such
as in the articles on the Right to Citizenship (Article 12), Right to Equality
(Article 18), and Right to Social Justice (Article 42). The new constitution also
sets forward regulations for a new so called Inclusive Commission, whose
task is to look after the welfare of minorities; including those marginalised
due to their sexuality and gender.
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CONTEXT

When it comes to recognising the human rights of sexual and gender
minorities, Nepal has been a frontrunner in South Asia. In 2007, Nepal
became the first country in South Asia to legally recognise the “third
gender”. Furthermore, in 2013 the Supreme Court issued a verdict allowing
same sex couples to cohabitate. A same-sex marriage committee appointed
by the government has submitted its final report in favour of allowing
same-sex marriages, but no law has been amended or passed.
However, Nepal currently has 280 legal provisions that could be used to
discriminate against people based on their sexual orientation and gender
identity. This includes generic laws like the Public Offences Act, which is
misused to arrest sexual and gender minorities.
Moreover, the initial draft of a new civil and criminal code includes some
worryingly regressive elements, particularly with respect to the rights
of sexual and gender minorities and other marginalized communities,
amongst others people living with HIV, sex workers, intravenous drug
users, religious minorities, people with disabilities, and women. The draft
codes are at odds with international human rights treaties that Nepal
has signed, particularly the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights (ICCPR) and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights. (ICESCR). The civil and criminal code has yet to pass the
parliamentary vote.
Nevertheless, according to Section 9 of the Treaty Act, 2047 BS (1991), all
ratified international treaties become the law of Nepal. Also, after signing
treaties, the government of Nepal has to enact laws according to the
provisions mentioned in those treaties, change those that are different and
incompatible, comply with them, provide remedies in case of violation
and allocate the budget for related education and training for their full
compliance. As such, the country has a legal obligation to implement new
laws and amend existing ones in a way that affirms human rights.

Despite significant political and legal victories and a relatively tolerant
religious setting, a high incidence of violence and discrimination keeps this
population hidden, marginalised and vulnerable.
The National Human Rights Commission (NHRC) has played a vital role
in safeguarding and advocating for the human rights of sexual and gender
minorities. The Commission has included sexual and gender minorities in
its 5-year strategic plan, and has appointed a focal person to support this
community.
The Nepali government has included sexual and gender minorities in its
official Human Rights Action Plans and the National HIV Strategy and
Action Plan. In addition, local level government authorities, district and
village development committees and municipalities have started to include
provisions for sexual and gender minorities in their budgets. Chapters
about marginalised sexualities and genders have also been included in the
health and physical education curriculum of classes 6-7.
In recent years, the Nepali political scene has seen the emergence of
a number of politicians who openly identify as gay or trans, and sexual
and gender minorities have participated actively in the framing of the
new constitution. In 2008, Sunil Babu Pant became the first openly gay
constitutional assembly member, and in the same year the national budget,
for the first time in Nepali history, allocated a budget post to sexual and
gender minorities. At present, seven main political parties including three of
the largest have incorporated issues related to sexual and gender minorities
in their party manifestoes.
Sexual and gender minorities has gained some recognition and familiarity
amongst the public, owing to awareness-raising initiatives by NGOs,
positive stories being published in popular media and by celebrities talking
about this taboo topic openly.
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PAKISTAN
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CONSTITUTION

Articles 8 to 28 of Part II of the Pakistani Constitution contain the Fundamental
Rights. According to Article 8, all laws inconsistent with or in derogation
of the fundamental rights shall be declared void. It includes a range of
rights – Right to Free Trial (Article 10A), Freedom of Movement, Assembly,
Association, Speech and Freedom of Trade, Business or Profession (Articles
15 to 19). Article 19 states, “Every citizen shall have the right to freedom of
speech and expression, and there shall be freedom of the press, subject to
any reasonable restrictions imposed by law in the interest of the glory of
Islam or the integrity, security or defence of Pakistan or any part thereof,
friendly relations with foreign States, public order, decency or morality, or in
relation to contempt of court, [commission of] or incitement to an offence.”
The Right to Information in all matters of public importance is outlined in
Article 19, The Right to Profess, Practise and Propagate Religion is provided
in Article 20. Article 25 guarantees equality of all citizens, even though it
mentions that this in no way limits the State in making special provisions for
women and children.
Like in other countries, the scope and definitions of fundamental rights have
been expanded in litigations demanding for the human rights of persons
who are marginalised on the basis of their sexualities and genders. Although
a push for decriminalization of homosexuality has not happened yet,
Fundamental Rights have been used as a basis for demanding transgender
rights.
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CONTEXT

Pakistan is an Islamic state and according to Islamic scholars and religious
parties in Pakistan, homosexuality is not acceptable. Sexual minorities
continue to remain invisible in the Pakistani society. Even though some
organisations have formed in larger cities, most of these have to be discrete.
People with marginalised sexualities and genders also face immense
amounts of violence and discrimination from their families, the State
and the public. For example, despite the Supreme Court judgment, there
have been several reports of transgender people facing physical violence
and abuse. In fact the greatest threat of violence, blackmail and coercion
these communities face is often from their so-called “guardians” (police
and other armed forces) themselves. Their recognition by the honourable
Supreme Court still does not grant them even the bare fundamental rights
enumerated within the Constitution5.

Pakistan has two parallel legal systems: the Common Law and the Sharia
Law. The Common Law is enforced through District, High, and Supreme
courts of Pakistan. The Sharia Law is enforced by the solitary Federal
Shariat Court.
Section 377 of the Pakistani Penal Code criminalises consensual same-sex
relations.
Under the Hudood Ordinance, which operates under Sharia, “adultery”
and “rape” are named “Zina” and “Zina-bil-jabr” respectively. Zina is
defined as an act between a man and a woman, however zina-bil-jabr is
defined as follows: “A person is said to commit zina-bil-jabr if he or she has
sexual inter-course with a woman or man, as the case may be, to whom he
or she is not validly married”. The punishment for zina-bil-jabbr is stoning
to death or one hundred lashes, depending upon the marital status of the
person; married people get harsher penalties. A minor convicted of zina-biljabr gets a five-year sentence. As such, all sex outside of wedlock carries the
death penalty in Pakistan under the Sharia Law, and the absence of samesex marriages, all same-sex activity is in fact out of wedlock.

Recognition of LGBT human rights is frequently regarded as a foreign,
Western import. This poses a challenge for international solidarity initiatives,
which must avoid backlash and endanger the Pakistani sexual and gender
minorities. In June 2011, the US Embassy in Islamabad publicly hosted
a LGBT Pride Celebration, which led to severe backlash and organised
protests by Jamaat-e-Islami and other religious extremist groups outside of
the US Embassy and in other parts of the country. This forced large parts of
the budding LGBT civil society movement underground.

In its judgment in 2011, the Supreme Court stated that “their [the “eunuchs”]
rights, obligations including right to life and dignity are equally protected
… The government functionaries both at federal and provincial levels
are bound to provide them protection of life and property and secure
their dignity as well, as is done in case of other citizens.” This was seen
as a victory for the hijra community. In addition to ordering the National
Database and Registration Authority to register “eunuchs” as the third sex
and as voters, the court has asked provincial social welfare departments
to work for the community’s support and development. Despite Supreme
Court orders, at the time of writing no separate laws have been enacted to
turn the free education, health care benefits, skills training and 2 per cent
employment quota into a reality.
5

http://www.chaymagazine.org/2010/07/01/hijra-marriage-and-the-law/
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SRI
LANKA
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CONSTITUTION

Fundamental Rights are laid out in Chapter III of the Constitution of Sri Lanka.
Article 11 enshrines Freedom from Torture; that no person shall be subjected
to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.
The Right to Equality is enshrined in Article 12, which has 4 parts. Article
12.1 states that all persons are equal before the law and are entitled to the
equal protection of the law and Article 12.2 states that no citizen shall be
discriminated against on the grounds of race, religion, language, caste, sex,
political opinion, place of birth or any such grounds, which declares equality
for all citizens regardless of any social, political, biological and other facts or
backgrounds or differences.
Article 12.3 further describes that no person shall be subjected to any
restriction or liability with regard to access to public services, places or
institutions based on race, religion, language, caste, sex or any such grounds.
Article 13.1 states that no person shall be arrested except according to
procedure established by existing law, and any person arrested shall be
informed of the reason for his arrest; ensuring that each and every citizen
has the right to know and/or inquire the reason for his/her arrest. Article
13.3 ensures that any person who is arrested and charged with an offence
has the right to fair treatment before the law and is entitled to be heard in
person or by an attorney-at-law at a fair trial by a competent court.
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Article 14.1 states that every citizen is entitled to;
(a) the freedom of speech and expression including publication;
(b) the freedom of peaceful assembly;
(c) the freedom of association;
(d) the freedom to form and join a trade union;
(e) the freedom, either by himself or in association with others, and
either in public or in private, to manifest his religion or belief in worship,
observance, practice or teaching;
(f) the freedom by himself or in association with others to enjoy and
promote his own culture and to use his own language;
(g) the freedom to engage by himself or in association with others in any
lawful occupation, profession, trade, business or enterprise;
(h) the freedom of movement and of choosing his residence within Sri
Lanka; and
(i) the freedom to return to Sri Lanka.
The Fundamental Rights Chapter in the Sri Lankan Constitution mentions
that all persons are equal before the law (article 12.1) and that no person
shall be discriminated against on the ground of religion, language, caste, sex,
political opinion, place of birth or any such grounds (article 12.2). The term
‘any such grounds’ could be interpreted to include sexual orientation or
gender identity. No court has yet interpreted ‘any such grounds’ to include
sexual orientation and gender identity. However, Ms. Bimba Jayasinghe
Thilakeratne, Additional Solicitor General with the Attorney General’s
Department in Sri Lanka, representing the Government of Sri Lanka stated
to the Experts Committee reviewing Sri Lanka for the ICCPR of October 7th
2014 that Article 12.1 and 12.2 ensures equality for people with marginalised
sexualities and genders, and that laws discriminating on the grounds of
sexual orientation and gender identity are unconstitutional. She also said
that Section 365A of the Sri Lanka Penal Code does not target any group in
particular.

CONTEXT

The colonial rulers introduced many of the laws used today to harass members
of the LGBTI community, such as the criminalization of homosexuality.
The Sri Lankan Section 365 of the penal code that criminalized same-sex
relations between men was amended in 1995, replacing the term ‘carnal
intercourse against the order of nature’ with ‘gross indecency between
persons’ and replacing ‘male person’ with ‘person’. With this amendment,
same-sex sexual acts between women and acts that could be considered as
‘indecent’ even among heterosexuals were also criminalized. Although no
cases have been filed under this law, the police uses it to intimidate and
blackmail people into giving them sexual favours or money. In addition to
this, the Impersonation law (Section 399 of the penal code), and “vagrant
ordinances” are used to harass transgender persons.
In order to understand the human rights context in Sri Lanka, it is important
to first take note of its human rights record, given the years of conflict. Until
May 2009, Sri Lanka was embroiled in a three-decade long war between The
Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE)6 and government forces. Throughout
the conflict period minority communities in Sri Lanka, including LGBT,
faced severe human rights violations.
In the post-war context, governments have generally been conservative in
approach and ideology, curbing the space for minorities, including LGBT.
‘Human rights’ as a term has been perceived as a threat to the sovereignty
of the country. Human rights defenders have been termed ‘unpatriotic’ and
subjected to human rights violations such as arbitrary arrests, kidnappings,
disappearances and killings, attacks on peaceful protests, and military
surveillance. Freedom of speech and peaceful assembly has been under
threat, and according to the Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ), 19
journalists were killed during the last decade. Even though there are human
rights bodies such as the National Human Rights Commission (NHRC)
present, they have been neglected by State bodies.
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In this context, it has been challenging to defend the human rights of minority
communities including LGBT persons. National and international NGOs
have faced backlash and harm when they have tried to address the issue of
sexual and gender minorities. Many LGBTI persons network with each other
through social media and keep their sexual orientations or gender identities
hidden from the society and the family. LGBTI activism in Sri Lanka has
been limited to private events. At the time of writing, few public rallies and
protests have been conducted. Except for those published by NGOs, there
are no publications for marginalised sexualities and genders. Occasional
gay parties are secretly organised in Colombo. However, some organisers
of such events have been arrested and detained several times by the police.
The recent change of government (January 2015) brought with it a sense of
positive change and a more collaborative approach vis-à-vis civil society,
especially with regard to human rights issues. It has been a welcome change
from the previous government, which invested in a strategically growing
relationship with China partially as a way of counterbalancing the influence
of Western countries such as the USA and the UK. Activists reported that
the country was becoming increasingly defensive and ignorant about
its international obligations regarding the rights of sexual and gender
minorities. For example, in April 2014, Sri Lanka’s Economic Development
Minister and the then President’s brother Basil Rajapaksa stated that that
the government had turned down the request by the British government to
legalize gay marriage in Sri Lanka [i].
In December 2013, the then opposition party MP and now Minister of
Foreign Affairs Mangala Samaraweera became the first politician in Sri
Lanka to state that he is openly gay [iv], and the incumbent government
tried to silence him by preparing to invoke an archaic Victorian law of
the Sri Lankan Penal Code. The incident was given wide media coverage.
Furthermore, accusations of homosexuality were frequently used in the runup to the elections in 2015 to discredit political opponents.

Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam
[i] http://colombogazette.com/2014/04/24/sri-lanka-says-no-to-gay-marriage/
accessed on 6th January, 2014
[ii] http://sundaytimes.lk/110911/Columns/cafe.html accessed on 6th January,
2014
[iii] edited by Jeffrey S. Siker (2007. Homosexuality and religion: an encyclopaedia.
Greenwood Press, USA
[iv] http://www.therepublicsquare.com/politics/2014/01/mangala-opens-thecloset-as-regime-smells-blood/ accessed on 6th January, 2014
6
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RECOMMENDATIONS
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TO ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS, ACADEMICS AND
RESEARCHERS

Based on the current social, political, cultural and religious contexts as
well as the trends emerging from the documentation of human rights
violations, SAHRA would like to submit that following recommendations:

Build knowledge and scholarship on issues related to sexual and gender
minorities that are led by and grounded in the realities of the community

TO GOVERNMENTS7

• Acknowledge and accept the existence of the sexual and gender
minorities in the country.
• Reform punitive laws, policies and law enforcement practices to protect
the rights of people who are marginalised due to their sexualities and
genders
• Implement the directions laid down by the judicial system in order to
recognize and fulfil the human rights of transgender persons
• End impunity against those who commit violence and discrimination
against sexual and gender minorities

TO THE MEDIA

• Highlight the human rights violations faced by sexual and gender
minorities, and sensitize the general public on marginalised sexualities
and genders
• Strive to imbibe rights affirming principles when reporting on issues
related to sexual and gender minorities

TO FAITH-BASED ORGANIZATIONS

• Recognize the human rights and human dignity of sexual and gender
minorities
• Advocate for the acceptance and inclusion of people who are
marginalised because of their sexualities and genders within faith
communities
• Speak out against violence and enticement to violence by religious
leaders.

TO NATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSIONS

Recognise that the rights of sexual and gender minorities are human
rights, and integrate this group into your work.

TO FUNDING ORGANIZATIONS

Recognize the need to support the promotion of human rights for sexual
and gender minorities.

TO CIVIL SOCIETY ORGANIZATIONS8

• Recognize the rights of sexual and gender minorities within the human
rights framework and development agendas
• Develop an understanding of marginalization, violence and
discrimination that includes marginalised sexualities and genders
•Collaborate with sexual and gender minority movements in the
respective countries to demand for their recognition and the realization of
human rights

7

Including policy makers, legislative members and law enforcement agencies.

Civil Society Organizations include community based and national organizations,
human rights organizations, development organizations, and, organizations
working with several constituencies including young people and women.
8
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NATIONAL
LEVEL
RECOMMENDATIONS

BANGLADESH9:

• De-criminalize consensual same-sex sexuality between adults by
abolishing Section 377 of the Penal Code, in accordance with international
human rights obligations to which Bangladesh is a signatory.
• Incorporate sexual and gender minorities into the national AIDS policy
and strategic plans for HIV/AIDS prevention.
• Allow sexual and gender minority organizations to register without any
harassment and legal impediments.
• Incorporate comprehensive sex education in the national curriculum and
raise awareness on sexuality and gender issues.
• Train and sensitize law-enforcing agencies so that the AIDS/STDpreventive activities do not get interrupted.
• Introduce provisions for voluntary ‘sex reaffirmation/reassignment
surgery’.
• Generate employment opportunities for the hijra, kothi and other lowincome marginalised groups.

Joint UPR Submission on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity in Bangladesh.
16th Session of the Universal Periodic Review 2013
9
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INDIA

• Repeal Section 377 of the Indian Penal Code
• Implement the provisions from the NALSA judgment that guarantees
transgender people freedom from discrimination by the state, equal
employment and education opportunity, recognition of their right to
decide their gender, reservation in government jobs and in educational
institutions, and setting up of transgender welfare boards by states.
• Incorporate comprehensive sex education in the national curriculum and
raise awareness on sexuality and gender issues
• Introduce provisions for ‘sex reaffirmation/reassignment surgery’ within
the public health system.
• Include sexual and gender minorities within national level surveys on
health, education and other indicators
• Sensitise government officials including policy makers, police and state
departments on human rights of all.

NEPAL

• National Human Rights Commission must hold Nepal government
accountable for any human rights violation against sexual and gender
minorities.
• Implement a same-sex marriage act granting sexual and gender
minorities equal rights to marriage.
• Sensitise government officials including policy makers, police and state
departments on human rights of all.

SRI LANKA10

• Implement the Conclusions and Recommendations of the Report of the
United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights on Discriminatory
laws and practices and acts of violence against individuals based on their
sexual orientation and gender identity
• Implement the Concluding Observations of the CEDAW Committee
• Repeal Section 365 and 365a of the Penal Code that criminalizes
consensual same-sex activities in public and in private spaces.
• Take measures to prevent the Vagrancy Ordinance from being arbitrarily
used against transgendered persons
• Take measures to prevent the Police from arbitrarily using Section
399 of the Penal Code with regard to ‘Cheating by Personation’ against
transgendered persons.
• Implement sex education in schools in accordance with the Guidelines
for Comprehensive Sexuality Education
• Amend Article 12 (2) of the Constitution that deals with nondiscrimination to include sexual orientation and gender identity.
• Develop and implement uniform policies for the state sector and
corporate sector to enshrine the principles of non-discrimination in the
workplace.
• Refer to the Yogyakarta Principles as a guide to assist in policy
development.
• Respect sexual and gender identities as ‘a fundamental but potentially
mutable aspect of all human beings’. A definition of sexuality rights
therefore should include the right of all persons to express their preferred
sexual orientation and gender identity without fear of persecution.
• Adopt measures to Protect the Right to Privacy as a constitutional
guarantee

10

Joint Stakeholder Submission to the Universal Periodic Review 2012
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ANNEXURE 1:
ABBREVIATIONS AND
LIST OF TERMS
Gender identity: Refers to each person internal and individual experience
of gender, which may or may not correspond with the sex they were
assigned at birth (ILGA)
Sexual orientation: Refers to each person’s capacity for profound affection,
emotional and sexual attraction to, and intimate and sexual relations with,
individuals of a different gender or the same gender or more than one
gender (ILGA).
SOGI: Sexual orientation and gender identity.
Marginalised genders and sexualities: All regional variations that exist of
sexual orientation, gender identities and expression, such as hijra, zenana,
kothi, nacho, meti, third gender, lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, intersex
and queer.
Homosexual/Gay: A man who is emotionally and/or sexually attracted
to men. The terms homosexual and gay are sometimes also used to cover
lesbian women and bisexual people, but this is disputed.
Lesbian: A woman who is sexually and/or emotionally attracted to women.
Bisexual: A person who emotionally and/or sexually attracted to more
than one gender.
Transgender: A person whose gender identity differs from the gender
assigned to them at birth.

Intersex: A person with physical traits that lie between stereotypical ideals
of male and female.
LGBTI: Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender and Intersex.
Heteronormativity: The widespread idea that everyone is and/or should be
heterosexual and identify as the same gender they were assigned by birth.
Homophobia: The irrational hatred, intolerance, and fear of lesbian, gay
and bisexual people.
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ANNEXURE 2:
ABOUT SAHRA
INTRODUCTION TO SAHRA

SAHRA was founded by a group of 20 rights activist from Bangladesh,
India, Nepal, Pakistan, and Sri Lanka at a regional activist convening in
Kathmandu in September 2008. After national consultations with around
500 members from the different LGBTI communities in Nepal, India,
Pakistan, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka, an interim task force was formed. The
interim task force included a diverse group of activists from the abovementioned countries who had been either elected or selected at national
levels in consultation with local activists and groups. The interim task force
finalised SAHRA’s constitution, identified partner organisations in the
different countries and regions, and set up Steering Committees to advise
SAHRA on the country or regional level. Representatives of the Steering
Committees convene annually, and form the highest decision-making body
of SAHRA.
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VISION
SAHRA believes in the inherent right to
dignity, security, equal opportunity and
freedom of all in South Asia, regardless
of their sexual orientations and gender
identities and expressions. It envisages
a world where every LGBTI person
enjoys the human rights enshrined in
the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights (UDHR) and as expressed in the
Yogyakarta Principles, and codified
in the fundamental rights given in the
respective constitutions of the South
Asian countries.
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MISSION
SAHRA’s mission is to protect, promote
and fulfil the human rights of LGBTI
persons and their defenders in South
Asia by strengthening the impact and
influence of organisations, advocates and
movements working to advance the rights
of such persons in the region; and by
holding the South Asian States accountable
for these rights.
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